Corporate Overview

Transform Your Wide Area Network

Silver Peak software unifies the cloud, Internet and enterprise
WAN on a single fabric, giving IT visibility and control over
the new cloud-driven network while ensuring consistent
performance for all enterprise applications.
Silver Peak deployed in data centers, branch offices and cloud
hubs creates a network overlay that controls and accelerates
connectivity to any enterprise services, IaaS resources and
SaaS applications.
By solving network bandwidth, distance and quality challenges,
Silver Peak customers backup and recover more data in less
time, gain faster access to cloud and enterprise applications, and
safely migrate enterprise apps from costly, complex private links
to the Internet.

An Intelligent WAN Fabric
Silver Peak Unity correlates information about cloud services
and Internet “weather” to intelligently route traffic over a
secure, optimal path.
Monitor. Gain insight into everything happening on your
WAN, including SaaS applications outside of IT (Shadow IT).
Control. Prioritize business critical traffic while restricting
recreational or personal use traffic.
Optimize. Provide users with consistent performance for all
applications, including SaaS.

Building a Software Defined Wide Area Network (SDWAN)
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The Data Acceleration Leader

If you want to optimize connectivity between data centers or branch offices, accelerate
replication over distance, or extend your network to the cloud, Silver Peak is for you.
#1 WAN Optimization Solution

Replication Acceleration

Virtual flexibility. Silver Peak software runs on every major
hypervisor, and can be downloaded and deployed from anywhere in the world via Silver Peak’s software marketplace.

Silver Peak combines advanced data acceleration technology
with specialized VRX software products, deployment methods,
and pricing options to deliver 20x faster remote replication
performance. Silver Peak overcomes network bandwidth,
distance and quality challenges to help customers easily meet
their recovery point objectives (RPOs). Deployment takes less
than 20 minutes and requires no networking expertise.

Superior scalability. Silver Peak delivers the highest-performance virtual and physical WAN optimization, scaling to multiGbps of throughput and 500,000+ simultaneous flows.
Any application. Only Silver Peak improves the performance
of all enterprise and SaaS applications, regardless of transport
protocol or version — all without the risk of corrupting data
or altering application behavior.

Silver Peak replication acceleration products are compatible
with any IP-based backup and replication product, including
those from Dell, EMC, HDS, HP, NetApp, IBM, and others.

Highest Capacity Data Acceleration Products

Global Management System

WAN Optimization
Replication Acceleration
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